2014 ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT CEREMONY

SALAMENO SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES AND GLOBAL STUDIES

The outstanding student in SPANISH LANGUAGE STUDIES goes to VICTORIA GREY.

Victoria is a member several honors societies including Alpha Lambda Delta, Golden Key International, and the National Honor Society.

She presented her Senior Thesis "I feel Robbed: an Exploration of the Causes of the Maintenance and Loss of Spanish Language among Second Generation Children" at Ramapo Scholars Day. She also worked on a research project titled "The Involvement of Jealousy in Facebook Snooping among Romantic Partners".

Victoria studied abroad in Barcelona in the summer of 2013, interned at MSB Therapy in Ringwood, NJ and did fieldwork at Omni Day School in Wanaque, NJ.

After graduation, Victoria will be attending the Communicative Sciences and Disorders Master's Program at NYU.